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Abstract

The study of the robustness of a system’s parametric un-
certainties is based on state representations which separate
the nominal part of the system from the uncertain part. The
most used form is the standard interconnection model. Re-
cent works have been formulated so as to find this represen-
tation graphically by the bond graph approach. A new pro-
cedure is proposed in this paper to determine an uncertain
model adapted to the study of robustness and for robust con-
trol. The advantage of this procedure is in simplifying the re-
sulting graphical model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Robustness reflects the ability of a controlled process to

absorb a certain number of model imprecisions as paramet-
ric uncertainties or external disturbances that have not been
taken into account. In this paper, we are interested only in
the robustness study of linear time-invariant systems which
present parametric uncertainties (or structured uncertainties).
Parameteric uncertainties are due to the mis-identification or
variations of physical parameters of the system. In fact, some
parameters of a system can change significantly with time or
with operating conditions. There are several types of paramet-
ric uncertainty [1]. In this work, only uncertainties of type α

are considered. These uncertainties are variations about nom-
inal values αn which are different from zero (αn 6= 0). So,
the order of the model is unchanged. The causes of these un-
certainties are related to manufacturing (tolerances on the di-
mensions of mechanical components or on the values of elec-
tronic components, etc.).

The most used form of state equations to describe linear
time-invariant systems in the presence of parametric uncer-
tainties is the standard interconnection model or internal feed-
back loop [2–4]. This form is used to study robustness and to
apply a robust control to this type of system. In fact, the Stan-
dard Interconnection Model (SIM) is a particular case of the
Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT). The LFT is a math-
ematical representation used in the modelling of a number of
problems and in the control of dynamic systems. The standard
interconnection model enables to separate the nominal values

of the parameters in a matrix M, called the interconnection
matrix, from all the relative uncertainties in a diagonal ma-
trix ∆ called the uncertainty matrix (Figure 1). To do this, it is
necessary to add fictitious inputs and outputs to represent the
uncertainties as an internal feedback loop to the system.

Figure 1. Standard interconnection model.

The standard interconnection model is described by the fol-
lowing state equations, with ∆ = diag(δiIni):

ẋ = Anx+B1w+B2nu
z = C1x+D11w+D12u
y = C2nx+D21w+D22nu
w = ∆z

(1)

x ∈ Rn denotes the state vector, u ∈ Rm (resp. y ∈ Rp) is
the input (resp. output) vector and w ∈ Rl (resp. z ∈ Rl) is
the auxiliary input (resp. output) vector. δi represents the ith

relative uncertainty (|δi| ≤ 1) and ni is the dimension of this
uncertainty : the number of auxiliary input/output pairs asso-
ciated with this uncertainty. Before formulating the standard
interconnection model, some conditions must be verified on
the initial model (before considering uncertainties):

• The model must be proper: the verification of this prop-
erty is equivalent to showing that the degree of the de-
nominator of the transfer matrix is greater or equal to the
degree of the corresponding numerator.

• The model must be stabilizable: if the model is control-
lable then it is stabilizable.

• The model must be detectable: if the model is observable
then it is detectable.

In the bond graph (BG) context, two different bond graph
approaches exist to study the robustness of linear models with
parametric uncertainties: the uncertain bond graph approach
and the incremental bond graph one. In fact, Borutzky and
Granda [5, 6] introduced the incremental bond graph for the
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bond graph determination of the first order unnormalised fre-
quency domain sensitivities in a symbolic form. Also, it was
shown in [7, 8] that the SIM can be obtained from the initial
and the associated incremental bond graph. Furthermore, the
uncertain bond graph was developped in [9–11]. The aim was
to develop a bond graph-based method to express the stan-
dard interconnection model. Nevertheless, some assumptions
must be checked before adopting this approach:

• Linear system with parametric (structured) uncertainties
of type α (model order unchanged);

• Only uncertainties in the R, I, C, TF, GY elements are
considered;

• Independent parameters.

In this work, the same assumptions will be made. The aim
of this paper is to develop an alternative BG procedure for
the determination of the standard interconnection model on a
BG model. The organization of the paper is as follows. In the
first section, the existing procedure (uncertain bond graph)
for finding the standard interconnection model with a bond
graph approach is presented1. In the second section, a new
procedure is proposed. As an example, a DC motor with para-
metric uncertainties will be treated. The conclusion is given
in the last section.

2. THE EXISTING PROCEDURE
A BG procedure was developed in [9–11] to find directly

the standard interconnection model from the BG model. Be-
fore formulating this model, the property, controllability and
observability have to be verified on the initial model. With
bond graphs, these properties can be checked by the analysis
of the causal paths between the storage elements in integral
causality and the control sources, and, between the storage el-
ements in integral causality and the detectors [12, 13]2. So, if
the controllability and the observability of the system are ver-
ified, then it can be concluded that the system is stabilizable
and detectable.

The SIM of each BG element depends on the assigned
causality. Thus, for the same element, the model changes
when the causality is changed. The principle of modelling
each BG element is the same: make the relative uncertainties
appear in the constitutive(s) relationship(s) of the element and
translate this relationship into the BG model. To do this, it is
necessary to add modulated sources (MSe and MS f ) and de-
tectors (De and D f ); the added sources correspond to the aux-
iliary input signals. The SIM described by equation 1 can be

1The incremental bond graph will not be discussed in this paper because
the first aim of this approach was the determination of the sensitivity func-
tions in the frequency domain.

2The bond graph definitions represent sufficient conditions

deduced from the uncertain model after replacing all uncer-
tain elements with their corresponding BG-SIM. The matri-
ces of the standard interconnection model are computed in the
same way as the matrices of the nominal system. The matrix ∆

is a diagonal matrix which contains all the relative uncertain-
ties expressed by the signal part of the BG model. The rank
of this matrix is equal to the number of added source/detector
pairs in the model.

2.1. 1-Port R elements
Let us consider an uncertain R-element in resistance

causality where the parameter is the sum of the nominal value
Rn and the uncertain value ∆R. The constitutive relationship
of this element can be written as:

eR = (Rn +∆R) fR = Rn (1+δR) fR (2)

with δR = ∆R
Rn

. The associated BG-SIM is represented in Fig-
ure 2. For 1-Port R element in conductance causality, see [10].

Figure 2. BG-SIM of R-element in resistance causality.

2.2. 1-Port I elements
For an uncertain I-element in integral causality where the

parameter is the sum of the nominal value In and the uncertain
value ∆I, the constitutive relationship can be written3:

fI =
1

In +∆I

∫
eIdt =

1
In

(
1+δ1/I

)∫
eIdt (3)

with δ1/I = − ∆I
In+∆I . The associated BG-SIM is represented

in Figure 3. For 1-Port I element in derivative causality and C
element see [10].

Figure 3. BG-SIM of I-element in integral causality.

3∫
eIdt is a notation which represents the generalized momentum p(t)

defined by :
∫ t

0 eI(τ)dτ+ p(0).



2.3. 2-Port TF elements
Let us consider an uncertain TF-element in m causality de-

scribed by the following constitutive relationships:{
e1 = (mn +∆m)e2 = mn (1+δT F)e2

f2 = (mn +∆m) f1 = mn (1+δT F) f1
(4)

The associated BG-SIM is illustrated by Figure 4 with δT F =
∆m
mn

. For TF element in 1/m causality and for GY element
see [10].

Figure 4. BG-SIM of TF-element in m causality.

It can be deduced from these bond graph standard inter-
connection models that the matrix ∆ contains a sign (-) which
appears in the signal parts of the models and consequently
this affects the matrices B1, C1, D11, D12 and D21.

3. THE NEW PROCEDURE
In this section, an alternative BG procedure is proposed to

simplify the graphical model.

3.1. 1-Port elements
The BG standard interconnection modelling of 1-Port ele-

ments is treated element by element:

• For an uncertain R-element in resistance causality, the
relative uncertainty is equal to δR = w

z = ∆R
Rn

(equation 2)
and the associated BG-SIM is illustrated by Figure 5(a).
For an uncertain R-element in conductance causality, the
constitutive relationship can be written as:

fR =
1

Rn +∆R
eR =

1
Rn

(
1+δ1/R

)
eR (5)

with δ1/R = − ∆R
Rn+∆R . The associated BG-SIM is repre-

sented in Figure 5(b).

• For an I-element in integral causality, the relative uncer-
tainty is equal to δ1/I = w

z =− ∆I
In+∆I (equation 3) and the

associated BG-SIM is illustrated by Figure 6(a). For an
uncertain I-element in derivative causality, the constitu-
tive relationship can be written as:

eI = (In +∆I)
d fI

dt
= In (1+δI)

d fI

dt
(6)

with δI = ∆I
In

. The associated BG-SIM is represented in
Figure 6(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 5. BG-SIM of R-element in (a) resistance and (b)
conductance causality.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. BG-SIM of I-element in (a) integral and (b)
derivative causality.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. BG-SIM of C-element in (a) integral and (b)
derivative causality.

• For an uncertain C-element in integral causality where
the parameter is the sum of the nominal value Cn and
the uncertain value ∆C, the constitutive relationship is
defined by4:

eC =
1

Cn +∆C

∫
fCdt =

1
Cn

(
1+δ1/C

)∫
fCdt (7)

with δ1/C = − ∆C
Cn+∆C . The associated BG-SIM is repre-

sented in Figure 7(a). The constitutive relationship of the
uncertain C-element in derivative causality can be writ-
ten as:

fC = (Cn +∆C)
deC

dt
= Cn (1+δC)

deC

dt
(8)

with δC = ∆C
Cn

. The associated BG-SIM is represented in
Figure 7(b).

4∫
fCdt is a notation which represents the generalized displacement q(t)

defined by:
∫ t

0 fC(τ)dτ+q(0).



Interpretation. Compared with the existing procedure, the
first step is unchanged: make the relative uncertainties appear
in the constitutive relationships. The auxiliary input/output
are internal variables, so it is sufficient to display these vari-
ables on the BG model. The auxiliary input/output appear
when the BG-element is dissociated into a nominal element
and an uncertain element (of the same nature as the initial
element). The auxiliary output corresponds to a power vari-
able associated to the nominal element: it is the outgoing vari-
able of the nominal element. The auxiliary input corresponds
to an outgoing power variable of the uncertain element. The
BG-SIM of every BG element must verify the constitutive
relationship of the initial element. So, the BG-SIM depends
on the causality assigned to the initial element. The two ele-
ments (nominal and uncertain) have the same causality which
corresponds to the causality of the initial element.
The relative uncertainty does not appear explicitely in the
BG model but it is equal to the fraction w

z and this because
only one junction is considered in the BG standard inter-
connection model. Let us take as an example the R-element
in resistance causality. This element can be represented
by two block diagrams (Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b)). The
first representation makes the relative uncertainty appear
explicitly. The equivalent BG model necessarily contains
two junctions and the relative uncertainty is represented
by a signal part because it is equal to a relation between
two power variables of the same nature (effort variables in
this case). So, the equivalent BG model corresponds to the
BG-SIM found by the existing procedure. In the second block
diagram, the relative uncertainty does not appear explicitly.
The equivalent BG model contains only one junction but
the relation between w and z cannot be found directly in
the BG model. So, the equivalent BG model corresponds
to the BG-SIM found by the new procedure. Thus, the
simplification of the model structure engenders the loss of a
direct reading of the relative uncertainty from the BG model.
But, because the relative uncertainty is already known, this
result is still interesting.

Note. This new procedure allows to duplicate the energy stor-
age elements (I and C) in integral causality and consequently
the model order can be increased. In a BG model, the model
order is computed from definition 1.

Definition 1. [13] On the BG model, the rank of the state
matrix A is given by the difference between the number of en-
ergy storage elements I and C in integral causality on the BG
model in integral causality and the number of energy storage
elements I and C in integral causality on the BG model in
derivative causality.

Nevertheless, if the derivative causality is assigned to the
BG-SIM of the energy storage elements in integral causality
(Figure 6(a) and 7(a)) in order to compute the model order,

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Block diagram representations of R-element in re-
sistance causality.

then we point out that this order is unchanged (Figure 9) be-
cause only one energy storage element is involved in deriva-
tive causality. So, it can be concluded that the nominal ele-
ment and the uncertain element are dynamically dependent.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Derivative causality assignment to the dynamic el-
ement (a) I and (b) C initially in integral causality.

3.2. 2-Port TF and GY elements
As for 1-Port elements, the BG standard interconnection

modelling of TF and GY elements is treated one at a time
according to the assigned causality:

• For the uncertain TF-element in m causality, the relative
uncertainty is equal to δT F = ω1

z1
= ω2

z2
= ∆m

mn
(deduced

from the system of equations 4) and the associated BG-
SIM is illustrated by Figure 10(a). For an uncertain TF-



element in 1/m causality, the constitutive relationships
are defined by:{

e2 = 1
mn+∆m e1 = 1

mn

(
1+δ1/T F

)
e1

f1 = 1
mn+∆m f2 = 1

mn

(
1+δ1/T F

)
f2

(9)

The associated BG-SIM is illustrated by Figure 10(b)
with δ1/T F =− ∆m

mn+∆m .

• For an uncertain GY-element in r causality, the constitu-
tive relationships are defined by:{

e1 = (rn +∆r) f2 = rn (1+δGY ) f2

e2 = (rn +∆r) f1 = rn (1+δGY ) f1
(10)

The associated BG-SIM is illustrated by Figure 11(a)
with δGY = ∆r

rn
. For an uncertain GY-element in 1/r

causality, the constitutive relationships are written as fol-
lows: {

f1 = 1
rn+∆r e2 = rn

(
1+δ1/GY

)
e2

f2 = 1
rn+∆r e1 = rn

(
1+δ1/GY

)
e1

(11)

The associated BG-SIM is illustrated by Figure 11(b)
with δ1/GY =− ∆r

rn+∆r .

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. BG-SIM of TF-element in (a) m and (b) 1/m
causality.

Interpretation. First, as for the 1-Port elements, the TF
and GY elements are dissociated into nominal and uncertain
elements. But, for these BG-elements, despite the fact that
they have a unique uncertain parameter, a unique auxiliary

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. BG-SIM of GY-element in (a) r and (b) 1/r
causality.

input/output pair is not sufficient. In fact, if a unique auxiliary
input/output pair is considered, the uncertainty value will
appear in the interconnection matrix M and consequently
the principle of standard interconnection modelling will
not be respected. So, the BG-SIM of TF and GY elements
necessarily contains two pairs of auxiliary input/output. The
outgoing power variables of the nominal element corresponds
to auxiliary outputs and the outgoing power variables of
the uncertain element corresponds to auxiliary inputs. The
nominal and uncertain elements have the same causality
which corresponds to the causality of the initial element. The
relative uncertainty is not deduced by exploiting causality
but it is equal to the fraction ω1

z1
= ω2

z2
. The type of added

junctions (0 or 1) depends on the assigned causality and is
such that the BG-SIM verifies the constitutive relationships.

Note. The standard interconnection model described by state
equations 1 can be deduced directly from the uncertain model
after substitution of all the uncertain elements by the associ-
ated BG standard interconnection models. The rank of the
matrix ∆ is equal to the number of pairs of auxiliary in-
puts/outputs associated with the relative uncertainties.

4. EXAMPLE: DC MOTOR
Let us consider a classical DC Motor illustrated in Fig-

ure 12(a). It consists of the electrical circuit composed of a
voltage source u, resistance R and windings L. Electrome-
chanical coupling is characterized by the torque constant k.
On the mechanical side, only the rotor inertia J and the vis-
cous friction b on the rotor are considered. The voltage source



u represents the control input of the system. The motor veloc-
ity Ωm represents the output of the system. The state vector
x =

[
p1 p2

]T represents the energy storage variables of
the windings L and of the rotor inertia J. All the parame-
ters (R, L, k, J and b) are uncertain parameters: R=Rn+∆R;
L=Ln+∆L; k=kn+∆k; J=Jn+∆J and b=bn+∆b. The associated
nominal BG model is represented in Figure 12(b). The prop-
erty, controllability and observability of this BG model are
verified (for more details, see [12–14]). The theorems cited
in these references represent sufficient conditions for these
properties.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. (a) DC Motor and (b) associated nominal BG
model.

The existing procedure and the new procedure will be ap-
plied to find the standard interconnection model.

4.1. Uncertain BG model according to the ex-
isting procedure

By applying the existing procedure, the obtained BG model
is represented in Figure 13. The auxiliary input/output vectors
are defined by : ω =

[
ωR ωb ωL ωJ ω1 ω2

]T and
z =

[
zR zb zL zJ z1 z2

]T . The associated standard
interconnection model is described by the state equations 1
with :

An =

[
−Rn

Ln
− kn

Jn
kn
Ln

− bn
Jn

]
; B1 =

[
1 0 Rn kn 0 kn
0 1 −kn bn kn 0

]
;

B2n =
[

1
0

]
; C2n =

[
0 1

Jn

]
; D12 = D22n = 0 ;

C1 =



Rn
Ln

0
0 bn

Jn
1

Ln
0

0 1
Jn

1
Ln

0
0 1

Jn


; D11 =


0 0 −Rn 0 0 0
0 0 0 −bn 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0


; D21 =

[
0 0 0 −1 0 0

]
.

∆ = diag
(
−δR,−δb,−δ1/L,−δ1/J ,δGY ,−δGY

)
; with : δR =

∆R
Rn

; δb = ∆b
bn

; δ1/L =− ∆L
Ln+∆L ; δ1/J =− ∆J

Jn+∆J ; δGY = ∆k
kn

.

4.2. Uncertain BG model according to the new
procedure

By applying the new procedure, the BG model obtained is
represented in Figure 14. The same auxiliary inputs/outputs
vectors are considered. The associated standard interconnec-
tion model is described by the state equations 1 with :

B1 =
[
−1 0 −Rn −kn −1 0
0 −1 kn −bn 0 1

]
;

D11 =


0 0 Rn 0 0 0
0 0 0 bn 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 kn 0 0
0 0 kn 0 0 0

; C1 =



Rn
Ln

0
0 bn

Jn
1

Ln
0

0 1
Jn

0 kn
Jn

kn
Ln

0


;

D21 =
[

0 0 0 1 0 0
]
.

∆ = diag(δR,δb,δL,δJ ,δ1,δ2); with : δR = ∆R
Rn

; δb = ∆b
bn

; δL =
− ∆L

Ln+∆L ; δJ = − ∆J
Jn+∆J ; δ1 = δ2 = ∆k

kn
. The matrices An, B2n,

C2n, D12, D22n remain unchanged.

4.3. Comparison
If we compare the results found by the two proce-

dures, we can observe that there are some differences in
the matrices B1, C1, D11 and D21. To explain this dif-
ference, let us establish the block diagrams associated
to the BG models found by the existing and the pro-
posed procedures. The BG model found by existing proce-
dure is equivalent to the block diagram illustrated in Fig-
ure 15(a) with ∆ = diag

(
−∆R

Rn
,−∆b

bn
, ∆L

Ln+∆L , ∆J
Jn+∆J , ∆k

kn
,−∆k

kn

)
and the BG model found by new procedure is equivalent
to the block diagram illustrated in Figure 15(b) with ∆ =
diag

(
∆R
Rn

, ∆b
bn

,− ∆L
Ln+∆L ,− ∆J

Jn+∆J , ∆k
kn

, ∆k
kn

)
. The differences be-

tween the two block diagram representations correspond to
the sign (-) which is associated to the auxiliary inputs of the
elements R, L, J and b and to the block diagrams of the elec-
tromechanical coupling k. Indeed, in the Figure 15(a) if we
zoom on the part representing the electromechanical coupling
(characterized by k) then it can be remarked that the sum
is before the block of parameter kn contrarily to the second
block diagram (Figure 15(b)) where the block of parameter



Figure 13. The BG model of the DC Motor found by the existing procedure.

Figure 14. The BG model of the DC Motor found by the new procedure.

kn is behind the sum. These different arrangements explain
the differences obtained in the state-space models.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new procedure was proposed to determine

the standard interconnection model describing a linear time-
invariant system with parametric uncertainties. For the de-
termination of the standard interconnection model, in com-
parison with the existing procedure, the new procedure sim-
plifies the uncertain BG model and makes the auxiliary in-
puts/outputs appear as internal power variables. But, in the
new procedure, the relative uncertainty does not appear ex-
plicitly in the BG model.
A perspective concerns the TF and GY elements. In fact, they
are particular cases of multiport elements because they have

a unique uncertain parameter but, in the general case, a mul-
tiport element has a characteristic matrix which contains dif-
ferent parameters. The first step in finding the BG-SIM of a
multiport element is the decomposition of the characteristic
matrix into several matrices such that on every column and
row of each matrix there appears one and only one parame-
ter. Afterwards, every matrix will be dissociated into nominal
and uncertain matrices and finally the auxiliary inputs/outputs
will be identified. The BG representation of the standard in-
terconnection model of multiport elements will be the topic
of a coming paper.
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